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I have a few times. I also have painted a cheap pleather pouf I bought at a garage sale here â€” and have
painted many poufs since. But how to paint a fabric chair? I have never been brave enough until Heirloom
Traditions debuted one of their new products, FAB â€” a fabric primer and sealer in one. After this video went
viral on Facebook with over 1million views I uploaded it to YouTube. Thankfully I was wearing a bra but I
probably would have chose something other than yoga pants to wear. Heirloom Traditions sent me some FAB
for me to take for a test drive. One of the best parts of my job is getting to try out new products! I immediately
starting hunting for a piece to paint. I found a few vintage settees but someone backed out of selling me one on
a private Facebook selling group So rude. I loved the shape of it and the legs. Plus 7 yards of fabric. It means I
have good taste. Not that bad but still a decent amount of money. The next day turned into four days later. I
thought of you when I saw it, but it was marked sold, but I just knew you could make if fabulous! I used the
color Verdigris Green from my custom color line with Heirloom Traditions. You can use any paint you have
on hand. I have heard even latex paint works fine but I have not personally tried it myself. If your piece of
furniture has a lot of buttons or tufting really work that FAB into all of those cracks and crevices. I allowed the
FAB to dry completely, waiting for 2 hours. Once it was dry the fabric felt soft to the touch. The reason for
applying the priming layer of FAB is: If you have ever tried painting fabric you know it soaks up a TON Of
paint. FAB creates a paintable layer over the fabric so very little paint is needed. I painted this chair with an 8
oz sample size of my signature color, Verdigris Green. It also only took one coat. Another reason it is helpful
to prime your fabric with FAB is painted fabric tends to feel crunchayyyy â€” like if you plopped down on it
to curl up with a book you might just crack the fabric in half. I painted the legs in French Vanilla but I got a
little crazy with the Verdigris Green so I just wiped off my mistakes with a scrubby sponge and touched it up.
I then painted on a final coat of FAB to seal it. The final coat of FAB seals the paint. Think about sitting on
unsealed fabric with white pants. You can also apply furniture wax on top of the paint and then seal it with
FAB. Now, think about sitting on a chair with Dark Umber Soft Wax and white pants. Not a good look. I had
a paint workshop at my studio that night and everyone in the class oohed and ahhed over it, feeling it with
their fingers, and they even enjoyed sitting on it just to give it a test drive. Have you tried painting fabric
before? I would love to hear your experience!
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Woman doing block printing at Halasur village, Karnataka , India. Wood handstamp for the textile printing of
traditional paisley designs, Isfahan , Iran This process is the earliest, simplest and slowest of all printing
methods. A design is drawn on, or transferred to, prepared wooden blocks. A separate block is required for
each distinct colour in the design. A blockcutter carves out the wood around the heavier masses first, leaving
the finer and more delicate work until the last so as to avoid any risk of injuring it when the coarser parts are
cut. When finished, the block has the appearance of a flat relief carving, with the design standing out. Fine
details, difficult to cut in wood, are built up in strips of brass or copper, which is bent to shape and driven
edgewise into the flat surface of the block. This method is known as coppering. The printer applies colour to
the block and presses it firmly and steadily on the cloth, striking it smartly on the back with a wooden mallet.
The second impression is made in the same way, the printer taking care to see that it registers exactly with the
first. Pins at each corner of the block join up exactly, so that the pattern can continue without a break. Each
succeeding impression is made in precisely the same manner until the length of cloth is fully printed. The
cloth is then wound over drying rollers. If the pattern contains several colours the cloth is first printed
throughout with one color, dried, and then printed with the next. Block printing by hand is a slow process. It
is, however, capable of yielding highly artistic results, some of which are unobtainable by any other method.
William Morris used this technique in some of his fabrics. Perrotine printing The perrotine is a block-printing
machine invented by Perrot of Rouen in and is now only of historical interest. A Perrotine printing block Main
article: Roller printing on textiles This process was patented by Bell in , fifteen years after his use of an
engraved plate to print textiles. One colour could be printed with satisfactorily; the difficulty was to keep the
six rollers in register with each other. This defect was overcome by Adam Parkinson of Manchester in Roller
printing was highly productive, 10, to 12, yards being commonly printed in one day of ten hours by a
single-colour machine. It is capable of reproducing every style of design, ranging from the fine delicate lines
of copperplate engraving to the small repeats and limited colours of the perrotine to the broadest effects of
block printing with repeats from 1 in to 80 inches. It is precise, so each portion of an elaborate multicolour
pattern can be fitted into its proper place without faulty joints at the points of repetition. Stencil printing[ edit ]
The art of stenciling on textile fabrics has been practised from time immemorial by the Japanese, and found
increasing employment in Europe for certain classes of decorative work on woven goods during the late 19th
century. A pattern is cut from a sheet of stout paper or thin metal with a sharp-pointed knife, the uncut
portions representing the part that will be left uncoloured. The sheet is laid on the fabric and colour is brushed
through its interstices. The peculiarity of stenciled patterns is that they have to be held together by ties. For
instance, a complete circle cannot be cut without its centre dropping out, so its outline has to be interrupted at
convenient points by ties or uncut portions. This limitation influences the design. For single-colour work a
stenciling machine was patented in by S. It consists of an endless stencil plate of thin sheet steel that passes
continuously over a revolving cast iron cylinder. The cloth to be ornamented passes between the two and the
colour is forced onto it through the holes in the stencil by mechanical means. Screen-printing[ edit ] Screen
printing is by far the most common technology today. A blade squeegee squeezes the printing paste through
openings in the screen onto the fabric. Digital textile printing[ edit ] Digital textile printing is often referred to
as direct-to-garment printing, DTG printing, or digital garment printing. It is a process of printing on textiles
and garments using specialized or modified inkjet technology. Inkjet printing on fabric is also possible with an
inkjet printer by using fabric sheets with a removable paper backing. Today, major inkjet technology
manufacturers can offer specialized products designed for direct printing on textiles, not only for sampling but
also for bulk production. Since the early s, inkjet technology and specially developed water-based ink known
as dye-sublimation or disperse direct ink have made it possible to print directly onto polyester fabric. This is
mainly related to visual communication in retail and brand promotion flags, banners and other point of sales
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applications. Printing onto nylon and silk can be done by using an acid ink. Reactive ink is used for cellulose
based fibers such as cotton and linen. Inkjet technology in digital textile printing allows for single pieces,
mid-run production and even long-run alternatives to screen printed fabric. Other methods of printing[ edit ]
Although most work is executed throughout by one or another of the seven distinct processes mentioned
above, combinations are frequently employed. Sometimes a pattern is printed partly by machine and partly by
block, and sometimes a cylindrical block is used along with engraved copper-rollers in an ordinary printing
machine. The block in this latter case is in all respects, except for shape, identical with a flat wood or coppered
block, but, instead of being dipped in colour, it receives its supply from an endless blanket, one part of which
works in contact with colour-furnishing rollers and the other part with the cylindrical block. This block is
known as a surface or peg roller. Many attempts have been made to print multicolour patterns with surface
rollers alone, but hitherto with little success, owing to their irregularity in action and to the difficulty of
preventing them from warping. These defects are not present in the printing of linoleum in which opaque oil
colours are used, colours that neither sink into the body of the hard linoleum nor tend to warp the roller.
Lithographic printing has been applied to textile fabrics with qualified success. Its irregularity and the
difficulty of registering repeats have restricted its use to the production of decorative panels, equal or smaller
in size to the plate or stone. Pad printing has been recently introduced to textile printing for the specific
purpose of printing garment tags and care labels. Calico printing[ edit ] Goods intended for calico printing are
well-bleached; otherwise stains and other serious defects are certain to arise during subsequent operations. The
chemical preparations used for special styles will be mentioned in their proper places; but a general prepare,
employed for most colours that are developed and fixed by steaming only, consists in passing the bleached
calico through a weak solution of sulphated or turkey red oil containing 2. Some colours are printed on pure
bleached cloth, but all patterns containing alizarine red, rose and salmon shades are considerably brightened
by the presence of oil, and indeed very few, if any, colours are detrimentally affected by it. The cloth is always
brushed to free it from loose nap, flocks and dust that it picks up whilst stored. Frequently, too, it has to be
sheared by being passed over rapidly revolving knives arranged spirally round an axle, which rapidly and
effectually cuts off all filaments and knots, leaving the cloth perfectly smooth and clean. It is then stentered,
wound onto a beam, and mounting on the printing machines.
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A few years back yes, years I started looking around for some block printed fabrics and other ready-made
items, like quilt covers and throw cushions, though most of what I came across was either too pricey or just
not quite right. If you are interested in purchasing block printed textiles â€” in favour of crafting your own â€”
I found Etsy and eBay did have a nice and affordable range mainly direct from India. So, I decided to have a
go at making my own! This way, not only could I completely customise my design in terms of colour, scale
and pattern, I could also choose my fabric and it would be an easy, fun, affordable and rewarding DIY. When I
first starting looking for wood blocks a few years ago, finding them was a little tricky even suitable rubber
stamps were elusive. They have become much more prolific of late though and can now be found in loads of
places for really great prices. Initially, I went on a mad online search, eventually narrowing down eBay as a
good source. It took stumbling across some at a local homewares store recently to finally prompt me. You will
needâ€¦ 1 Fabric. Of course, you can use whatever you like. From fabric off the bolt, which you can then make
something from, to numerous other pre-made items, like; bed sheets, curtains, lamp shades, throw rugs, dish
towels and so on. You can stamp onto dark or vibrant colours if you use a contrasting toned paint. Any good
quality water-based paint will suffice. I just used some left-over craft paints I already had to mix up a custom
colour. I personally prefer using standard acrylics because they are more affordable, easier to find and come in
a wider variety of colours. This magic stuff is what makes regular acrylic paint washable. There are heaps of
different brands. These come in all different sizes and designs. Although I stumbled upon mine in a store, they
are also easy to find online. A quick Google search will reveal loads eBay and Etsy are two good sources. You
can use anything which is slightly squishy and absorbent. Alternatively, you can use a foam roller or a small
portion of sponge to manually apply paint to the stamp. This is just for mixing-up your paint and spreading it
onto your sponge. To heat set your paint and make it washable. Pre-washing your fabric ensures any factory
coatings or chemicals are removed and also allows for any shrinkage. Ironing just makes your fabric neat,
smooth and ready for stamping. STEP 2 Mix acrylic paint with textile medium. Pour your paint into a dish.
Mix your acrylic paint with the textile medium as per directed mine was at least two parts paint to one part
medium. STEP 3 Spread paint mixture onto sponge. Using a paint brush, spread a generous amount of your
paint mixture onto your sponge. It is tempting to forgo this step and simply dip your block straight into some
paint though in my experience this produces uneven results, even when excess paint is blotted on a paper
towel. If needed, place a piece of card, wood or plastic beneath your sponge to avoid paint penetrating any
underlying surface. If needed, use an old dropcloth or similar to provide a little bit of cushioning some give is
needed to produce even prints â€” particularly if you are using a hard wood block as opposed to a soft rubber
stamp. I simply eyed mine. Allow to dry thoroughly my textile medium directions recommended 24 hours.
STEP 5 Press with an iron to heat set paint. Follow the directions on your textile medium to heat set the paint.
I believe the general idea is to use as hot an iron as your particular fabric will take and press your prints for a
minute or so until the paint changes slightly in tone. Depending on the delicacy of your fabric you may want
to use a thin cloth as a heat buffer. Although your item should be hardy enough to withstand normal
laundering, I like the idea of using a gentle cycle â€” just in case. I am sooooo in love with this DIY! As
suspected, it really was easy, fun, affordable and rewarding. I may be slightly addicted! And as mentioned
earlier, I was also able to completely customise my design. On one side of my cushion I created a sparse-ish
patternâ€¦ On the other I experimented with something fullerâ€¦ This fuller pattern was designed to make my
cushion appear as though it had actually been made from a block-printed fabric, rather than having been
post-printed, so I applied some partial stamps at the edges to create the illusion of a continuous pattern which
had been cut through. Stamping over the edges did produce some patchy prints due to uneven contact where
there were seams and hems. Have a great end to the week all:
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We hand paint and handprint fabrics. All our hand custom fabrics are made to order in our studio in LA. By the nature of
the processes that we use, all pieces are one of a kind.

She is sharing how to watercolor paint on fabric and it is so happy and pretty and cheerful for spring!
Especially considering I am no Artist. I painted and painted on some white fabric samples, and then
determined they would make the most beautiful pillow throws for our porch swing. The kiddos really love
them as well. Keep reading here, and I will teach you how to watercolor paint on fabric â€” and some tricks to
the trade I learned along the way. There are so many projects you could make that are no-sew. Go buy some
white cloth napkins and color them up! Or a plain white T-shirt from the craft store. Or Tea Towels, or
curtains, or burp cloths, or. This was all experimental for me, but it totally worked! I have these watercolor
cakes from Michaels, found here. But here is a set you can get on Amazon, that looks about the same, for a
little cheaper with free shipping. These paints are so much better than your kids crayola watercolor paints. The
pigment is so strong and a little goes a long way. Fabric Medium This stuff makes it so you can use any kind
of paint for fabric, if you add this to it. This Martha Stewart Brand works wonderfully. To get started, fill your
2 cups with water, half way. One of the cups will be used to wet your paints. In the other, you will need to add
some of the fabric medium to the water. Having 2 brushes comes in handy here. You would not want to use
the brush with the paint medium for dipping in your paints. With your brush nice and wet in the plain water,
wet your watercolor paints. This leaves plenty of pigment on your brush, and you are ready to spread it on
your fabric. The less watered down your paint is, the stronger the color. The wetter the paint is, the lighter the
color and the more it will spread. Once you have painted your fabric as desired, use the water with the paint
medium added to it and paint over the entire surface. When you do this, the colors really start to blend together
beautifully. At this point, your fabric is very wet. You need to heat set this paint to the fabric, so I threw my
samples into the dryer on high heat until they were dry. You could also let them air dry and then press it with a
hot iron. I actually did both. It is best to read your instructions for the paint medium you are using, but I was
able to wash and dry my fabric at this point with no color loss visible. Which made me super excited that it
worked! It looked kind of funny to me until I soaked it with the wet fabric medium and dried it. Then the
colors all blended wonderfully. I decided to soak my fabric with water first. This made it so when I painted,
the paint spread easily and blended all together. This was really fun to try, and I really like the results. I think
this would also work great for an ombre look. I would love to hear if you give this a try! Be sure to go here , if
you need help making your handcrafted fabric into a pillow. I also have other projects that include fabric,
paint, and creativity! Did you know you can use shaving cream and fabric paint to create a marbled look on
fabric? I made lots of samples, and I still love these marbled fabric napkins I made using this technique. Click
here , to see all the details. So with a simple transfer technique and some grainsack stripes â€” I made my own,
here. I guess you could say. I really like to paint fabric.
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NOT designed for European market. Metropolitan Museum of Art: But what should you look for when trying
to approximate eighteenth-century cottons? What did Europeans and Americans wear in the period? In India,
painted cottons colors painted onto cloth by hand, either freehand or over a stencil were developed in the
fourteenth century. In the seventeenth century, Europeans began to import these fabrics, which were
appreciated because of their bright colors, lightweight hand, and ease in laundering, as they expanded their
trade networks. Their popularity increased as Europeans exported the technology of block printing to India,
which made the fabrics easier and cheaper to manufacture, and as Indians adjusted their designs to appeal to
European aesthetics. Although some countries passed legislation against the import, manufacture, and sale of
painted and printed cottons in order to protect domestic textile industries as in France from to and England
from to , by the s printed cottons were serious contenders in the European clothing and furniture market, with
their largest popularity from the s onwards. While most printed cottons continued to be manufactured in India
until the s, mills in England, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and Switzerland began to produce their own
versions. On both continents, printed cottons were created through a combination of mordant dyeing fixative
chemicals are printed onto the cloth, which is then dipped into the dye , resist dyeing the fabric is coated by
hand so that the coated areas do not absorb the dye color , relief printing the design is cut out of a block, which
is inked or coated with dye and then pressed onto the fabric , and hand painting. Until the nineteenth century,
all dyes were derived from vegetable or, less frequently, from animal or mineral sources. Most
eighteenth-century dyes were derived from madder, which creates a range of colors from pink to red, purple,
and black. Blues and yellows were added by hand penciling the colors onto the fabric. Designed for European
market. By mid-century, fabrics were imitating fashionable silk brocades with European flowers tulips,
carnations, roses, and daises incorporated into more traditionally Indian motifs on a white background. In the
s, bolder designs with twisting stems became increasingly fashionable. In England and the American colonies,
there were similarly a number of terms used: The English and American colonialists also used the term
Indiennes to refer to French-made copies of Indian printed cottons. So what should you look for when
shopping for reproduction fabric for eighteenth-century clothing? Pay attention not only to the changing
designs, but colors including backgrounds , scale, where the fabric was made India or Europe? These fabrics
were made using a technique called copperplate printing, developed in Europe in the s at the famous Jouy
textile manufactory. Most modern cottons cannot perfectly reproduce fabrics created in the eighteenth century.
Decorator fabric can be too heavy and have prints that are too large in scale; quilt fabric can be too light and
too tightly woven. Manchester City Galleries gown, printed, England fabric. Kyoto Costume Institute
furnishing fabric, copperplate printed, England. Furnishing fabric â€” what NOT to look for! The Fabrics of
Mulhouse and Alsace Smithsonian Institution Press, Classic Printed Textiles from France, Carlano,
Marianne and Larry Salmon, eds. From the Middle Ages through the Second Empire. Painted and Printed
Fabrics: Indian Textiles for the West. An International and Illustrated Survey. Indian Painted and Printed
Fabrics. Calico Museum of Textiles, English and American Cottons and Linens, Textiles in America,
Cochineal, Madder, and Murex Purple. Thames and Hudson, Victoria and Albert Museum. English Printed
Textiles, None of the fabric stores listed below are in any way recommended. I am simply listing the
resources that I have found; please do your own research to make sure you find the best prices and purchase
from reputable vendors! This list is current as of February 28, Some of these fabrics are currently carried by
Reproduction Fabrics. The French Rendezvous offers some fabrics that look quite possible. Renaissance
Fabrics carries a few reproduction cotton prints that look fabulous. Reproduction Fabrics currently offers a
number of fabrics in their Fabrics category that could work. Waverly fabrics has released a collection along
with Colonial Williamsburg the Tidewater Collection Vol. William Booth, Draper carries a number of
reproduction cotton prints that look fabulous.
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Design and buy custom fabric printed on demand. Create and upload your own photos or designs and print only what
you need with no minimum order.

Chapter 7 : Animal Print Quilting Fabric by the Yard | calendrierdelascience.com
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Chapter 8 : How to Watercolor Paint on Fabric | Tutorial - Ella Claire
Lucy Designs: Hand Painted Designs on Fabric, Chair Cushions, Pillows, Christmas Stockings, Hand Painted Fabrics
and How to Paint On Fabric Find this Pin and more on diy by Ellyn Zickler.

Chapter 9 : How To Paint Fabric - FAB Fabric Primer & Sealer - Refunk My Junk
This fuller pattern was designed to make my cushion appear as though it had actually been made from a block-printed
fabric, rather than having been post-printed, so I applied some partial stamps at the edges to create the illusion of a
continuous pattern which had been cut through.
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